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Abstract-A nonempty sequence A = {ad} of integers a1 < ap < . - a, which are greater than or 
equal to two, ia called qua&primitive if there do not exist three distinct integers e, aj,ak E A such 
that (pi, aj 1 = a& We ahow that c l/(~ log G) < 4.2022 for any quasi-primitive sequence. 
Keywords-qua&primitive sequencea. 
A sequence A = {ai} of positive integers is called primitive if no term of the sequence divides 
another. A sequence A = {&} of integers al < a2 < - * a, which are greater than or equal to 
two, is called quasi-primitive if there do not exist three distinct integers oi, oj, ak E A such that 
(oi,aj) = a&. For an introduction to primitive sequences, we refer the reader to Chapter V of [l]. 
Let 
f(A) = XA &* 
Erdcls and Zhang [2,3] make the following. 
CONJECTURE. For every primitive sequence A, we have f(A) 5 f(P) A 1.637, where P is the 
set of primes. For every quasi-primitive sequence A, we have f(A) 5 f(Q) I 2.066, where Q is 
the set of all prime powers. 
In [4], we showed that for primitive sequences f(A) 5 er c 1.7811. 
We use notation from [2]. The mth prime is denoted by p,, variable primes by p, the least 
prime divisor of an integer a by p(o), and the largest prime divisor of an integer a by P(a). To 
bound f(A), it is enough to obtain a bound for A’s which are finite, so we sssume from now 
on that A is a finite sequence. The degree of a sequence, d’(A), is the supremum of n(a), for 
a E A, where n(a) is the number of prime factors of a counted with multiplicity. Let A be a 
quasi-primitive sequence and i a positive integer and set 
Ai = {TV : a E A, p(a) > pi}, 
Ai = {a : cz E Ai, p(a) = pi} 9 
A: = {b : b 1 pi, pib E A:} 9 
Ay = {b : b 2 pi, $b E A:} a 
All of these sequences are quasi-primitive. 
I would like to thank the referee for hi comments and suggestions. 
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Erd6s and Zhang [2] 1 c aim to show that f(A) < 2.77 for every quasi-primitive sequence A. 
However, their Lemma 4 is incorrect. This lemma states that if d’(A) = s > 1, then for every i 
either 
A; = {pib : b E A;}, with do (A:) 5 s - 1 
or 
A: c {pi,pipj,p:b : b E Ay} , for some j 1 i, with d” (Ar) 5 s - 2. 
The quasi-primitive sequence Ai = Ai = {pi,pipi+lpi+2} with AT = 0 is a counter-example to 
Lemma 4 of [2]. 
We can fix the argument of [2], but only obtain the bound f(A) < 7.52. Erdds, SArkbi, and 
Szemeredi [5] had proved previously that f(A) is bounded for quasi-primitive sequences A, but 
they did not give an explicit bound. In this paper, we reconsider the argument in [5] and obtain 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM. For every quasi-primitive sequence A, f(A) < 4.2022. 
SEQUENCES WITH PROPERTY I 
We say a sequence al < a2 < . . - has Property I if aiq = aj implies p(q) < P(ai). This definition 
is slightly different from the one in [5] where p(q) 5 P(ai) is used. For the remainder of thii 
section, we suppose that A is a sequence (not necessarily quasi-primitive) that has Property I. 
PROPOSITION 1. If A has Property I, then f(A) 5 1.83829. 
We will use the method of [3] to prove this result. 
LEMMA 1. For m > 100,000, 
f(Am) 5 
1 
log m + log log m - 0.0072847 ’ 
PROOF. We may assume that A, is a finite sequence. We will use induction on d” (A,). If 
d”(Am) < 1, then the result follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 of [3]. 
Suppose d’(A,,,) = s > 1. We have f(A,,J = &m f(A:). If d”(A{) 5 1, then 
f (4) 5: 
1 
pi(log i + log log i - 0.0072847) ’ 
If d’(A:) > 1, then consider A:. This sequence also has Property I. For if 
ak 
p-q=?, 
I I 
then akq = oj so that p(q) < P(ak). We know that pi 4 Ai for if pi is in A:, then Property I 
implies that pi is the only integer in Ai and d”(Ai) = 1. Thus, P(ak) = P(ok/pi) since pi is the 
smallest prime dividing ok verifying Property I for A!. Therefore, because d”(Ay) < s, 
f(A:) I -+:I 5 1 p<(log i + log log i - 0.0072847) ’ 
and 
f(Am) = ’ ’ (A’) ’ ,Fm pi(log i + log lo: i - 0.0072847) 
i>m 
1 
’ log m + log log m - 0.0072847 ’ 
using Lemma 2 of [3]. 
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Let Fm be the supremum of f(Am) as A runs over all sequences with Property I. 
LEMMA 2. For every positive integer m, 
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F,imax 
F m+l Fm+l + 1 
> l- l/Pm’PmlWPm * 
PROOF. First note, f(A,) 5 F m+l + f(AL). We prove the result by induction on d”(AA). If 
d”(A&) L 1, then f(&J < l/bm logprn) and f(Am) I J’m+l + l/(prn logprn). If do(&) = 
s > 1, then d”(Ak) < s. Since f(Ak) I F,, we have f(A&) 5 Fm/pm, which gives 
f(Am) 5 Fm+l + 2. 
Thus, J’m I Fm+l + J’m/Pm or Fm I J’m+l/(l - l/Pm)- 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1. Choose N = 3,506,314 and apply Lemma 1 to obtain a value 
for FN. Then apply the reverse induction step of Lemma 2 repeatedly to obtain 9 < 1.83829 
which is an upper bound of f(A). 
Unfortunately, the method of [4] cannot be applied to sequences with Property I to improve 
thii bound. 
The next result proves a conjecture made in [5] by improving their Lemma 3. 
PROPOSITION 2. If aI c a2 < -. - has Property I, (ai, aj) # 1 for all i,j, and p(ai) > t, then 
c l <l 
-- 
ai log ai - t1ogt 
+$, 
where pm is the smallest prime greater than or equal to t and Fm is defined as above. 
PROOF. There is at most one prime in the sequence. If necessary, remove t&ii prime from the 
sequence. The prime contributes at most l/(t log t) to the sum. 
We claim a prime (not necessarily the same prime in each instance) can be divided out of 
each member of the remaining elements of the sequence such that the resulting sequence has 
Property I. The proof of the claim is by induction on the number of elements of the sequence (we 
have assumed that the sequence has a finite number of elements). The claim is obviously true for 
sequences with one element. Let q1 < q2 < - . e < qk be the distinct prime factors of the elements 
of the sequence. Define 
Sl = (ai E A : q1 1 ai}, 
SZ = {Q E A \ S1 : a I ai), 
. a u &_I) : qk 1 ai}. Sk = (ai E A \ (Sl u - 
The sequence A is the disjoint union of the Si’s. 
If A = Sl, then the sequence with bi = ai/ql has Property I. If A # 231, then let Ti = {aj/qi : 
aj E Si). Apply the inductive hypothesis the the Ti separately, by dividing each element of Ti 
by some prime, to form sequences Vi which have Property I. Let Vi = {qiu : u E Vi}, We claim 
that the union of the Vi’s haa Property I. Suppose viq = vjuj, with vi E Vi and Vj E Vj. Since 
each Vi has Property I, we may assume i # j. Since qi 1 vj, it follows that j < i and qj ) q. Since 
qj < qi, we have P(q) 5 qj < qi 5 P(Vi)* Thus, 
c 
1 1 1 Fm 
ai log ai ’ tCV+lOgVi It’ 
which completes the proof of the proposition. 
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QUASI-PRIMITIVE SEQUENCES 
Let A be a quasi-primitive sequence. Let A(ai) consist of those aj such that aj = aiq, p(q) 2 
P(a& and aj # akr with p(r) L P(ak) for k > i. The set A’ of elements of A not contained in 
any A(ai) is a sequence with Property I. Clearly, A = A’ U (U A(ai)). 
Define the function k(n) for integers n > 1 by the property pktn) = P(n). 
LEMMA 3. With notation as above, 
c 1 1 ak 1% ak ’ aiP(ai) log P(aJ + Fk(,i)aiP(ai). ais‘% 
PROOF. The elements of A(ai) may be written as ak = qkai. The sequence {qk} has Property I. 
Otherwise, if qk2 = qqkl and p(q) 2 p(qk,), then aiqka = aiqklq = atq for some ! > i. This 
contradicts the definition of A(ai). 
The qk are not pairwise coprime. If (Qkl, qkl) = 1, then (a&, aif&) = ai, which would 
contradict the fact that A is a quasi-primitive sequence. 
Hence by Proposition 2 applied to {Qk} with t = P(ai), 
c 
akEA(ai) 
l/ log P(ai) + Fk(ai) 
aiP(ai) * 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. We have 
f(A) = f (A’) + c c 
We use Proposition 1 to bound f(A’). For the other sum, by Lemma 3, 
O” 
SC 
I/ 1% P(n) + Fk(n) 
n=2 nPb4 
(3) 
5 2.644245 + 1 x lo-’ c 2.64425. 
The bound for the last sum is obtained by estimating the summand using Theorems 3 and 8 
of [6] and then bounding the sum by a definite integral. Thus, we have f(A) < 4.48254. 
We can improve this bound by using the fact that beginning with line 2 of (3), we are estimating 
sums over all integers and not over the integers of a quasi-primitive sequence. We considered the 
first 100,000 terms 
l/logP(n) + &c(n) 
nP(n) 
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and ordered by decreasing value. Then we searched for triples (nl, n2, n3) such that (?a~, TQ) = n3 
among the first 13,000 elements of the ordered sequence. We considered the sum of 
min l/log P(nj> + Fk(nj) 
njP(?lj) ' 
j = 1,2,3 
> 
7 
for triples (nl, n2, ns) with the nj in one triple distinct from the nj’s used in any other triple. We 
computed this sum to be greater than 0.28034. Hence, we obtdn the bound f(A) < 4.48254 - 
0.28034 = 4.2022. 
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